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In this paper, we propose a recurrent Grad-CAM,

1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence systems are outperforming

which is the extension of the conventional Grad-

humans in an increasing number of tasks. The
effective collaboration between artificial intelligence

CAM. The proposed technique applies the gradient-

systems and humans has been increasingly pursued,

solve the aforementioned difficulties.

for which the mechanisms that enable human
understanding and trust in such systems are
important. However, as the systems are constructed
through machine learning in a highly abstracted
manner, it is difficult for human to understand why
the systems make decisions under individual
situations. The understanding, visualization, and
interpretation of artificial intelligence systems have
recently been attracting attention [1].
In this context, Samek et al. [2] proposed the
visual

explanation

technique

called

gradient-

weighted class activation mapping (Grad-CAM),
which enables the systems to present humans with

based localization principle to a recurrent CNN to

2. Recurrent grad-CAM
Figs. 1 and 2 present the overviews of the
conventional

Grad-CAM

and

our

recurrent Grad-CAM, which applies the gradientbased localization principle to a long-term recurrent
convolutional network (LRCN) [3].
The main difference between the Grad-CAM and
recurrent Grad-CAM is that the gradient of score
′

of class

at output time ′ with respect to

feature map
layer, i.e.,

at input time of the convolutional
⁄

, is calculated between different

the spatial portions important for decision making
by using convolutional neural network (CNN).
However,

as

the

Grad-CAM

technique

has

previously been applied to a feedforward CNN, it is
difficult for the technique to treat tasks with timeseries input.

proposed

Fig. 1: Overview of Grad-CAM

Fig. 2: Overview of our proposed recurrent Grad-CAM

and ′. When flowing back, these

the test data were 94% and 98%, respectively. The

gradients are global average pooled to obtain the

resultant heatmap sequence examples are shown in

importance weights as

Fig. 3. We confirmed that compared to the

time indexes

1

′

conventional Grad-CAM, the recurrent Grad-CAM
1

By using these weights, the weighted combination of
forward activation maps is conducted, and is
followed by a ReLU to obtain a heatmap as
2

successfully

produced

more

suitable

heatmap

sequences that explained temporal-spatial portions
important to the classification of decision making.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a recurrent Grad-CAM
for visual explanation of video tasks based on deep

where denotes the final time index of a video.
Note that this is only an example calculation for

neural networks, and evaluated its validity. It can be
applied to a wide range of video tasks, such as

obtaining a heatmap by using the importance

captioning, question-answering, and more general

weights represented by Eq. 1; many variations are

human-machine multimodal interactions.

possible.
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Fig. 3: Resultant heatmap examples: (a) original video,

